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SLEW POD
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UNIT — LIGHT

Battlefi
 eld Parts: 

Refresh your supply.
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DR-76

UNIT — LIGHT

1

FORMATION. 

Grazing Fire: Deal 1 damage to 1 drained unit

in DR-76’s battlefield.

UNIT — LIGHT

CHOSEN

Martyrdom: Choose an enemy unit that costs

1 command or 1 supply. Destroy it and Chosen.
You may deploy Dust Marine for no cost. If you do, Dust Marine is deployed drained.
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11

DUST MARINE

1

UNIT — LIGHT

KEYWORDS

Draining: Abilities with the draining keyword cost

2 actions to use.

Attack: Abilities with the attack keyword use a unit’s 

once per activation attack. 

ELITE: When a card with ELITE goes to your discard pile, 

the opponent who destroyed the card gains 1 artifact.

MELEE: A unit with MELEE makes 2 attacks as part of an 

attack action instead of 1. MELEE attacks deal 1 damage 

on wins. Ties and critical results deal damage as normal. 

FORMATION: A unit with FORMATION in a battlefield 

with another friendly unit has +1 offense, and its control 

is not reduced while damaged.

FRONTLINE: A unit with FRONTLINE may be activated the 

turn it is played. It has +1 offense during that activation.

RUTHLESS: When a unit with RUTHLESS wins control 

of an objective, you may deal 1 damage to an enemy 

unit in that objective.
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KEYWORDS

Draining: Abilities with the draining keyword cost2 actions to use.

Attack: Abilities with the attack keyword use a unit’s once per activation attack. 
ELITE: When a card with ELITE goes to your discard pile, the opponent who destroyed the card gains 1 artifact.
MELEE: A unit with MELEE makes 2 attacks as part of an attack action instead of 1. MELEE attacks deal 1 damage on wins. Ties and critical results deal damage as normal. FORMATION: A unit with FORMATION in a battlefield with another friendly unit has +1 offense, and its control is not reduced while damaged.

FRONTLINE: A unit with FRONTLINE may be activated the turn it is played. It has +1 offense during that activation.
RUTHLESS: When a unit with RUTHLESS wins control of an objective, you may deal 1 damage to an enemy unit in that objective.
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Gain an additional 1 artifact in the control step, if you control this objective.
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FENG HIVE

NEO HUMAN REPUBLIC HIVE

SCION IMPERIUM HIVE

TERRA CORPS HIVE

On the distant planet 581, four factions battle to control alien artifacts left behind by an advanced and ancient 
civilization. With Earth in near ruins, 581 promises a second chance, but who will rule? Who will be the first  
to build the Wormgate and transport their armies through and be the one to win the war for the new sun? 

2 copies of 16 Terra Corps cards
2 copies of 16 Feng cards
2 copies of 16 Neo Human Republic cards
2 copies of 16 Scion Imperium cards

Faction hive tilesObjective tiles

 Artifact tokens

Faction cards

Double-sided 1 and 2-Damage tokens
Double-sided 3 and 4-Damage tokens

    Result die

Drain tokens

43
128

COMPONENTS

30
18

28 12

20

   First Player token1   Gate tokens8

2

ELITE tokens

  Supply tokens2

 Reference cards4

Command tokens8

2



PLAYER 1  
GAME AREA
FACTION : 
FENG 

OBJECTIVE  
AREA : 
 

PLAYER 2 
GAME AREA
FACTION : 
TERRA CORPS 

KEYWORDS

Draining: Abilities with the draining keyword cost
2 actions to use.

Attack: Abilities with the attack keyword use a unit’s 
once per activation attack. 

ELITE: When a card with ELITE goes to your discard pile, 
the opponent who destroyed the card gains 1 artifact.

MELEE: A unit with MELEE makes 2 attacks as part of an 
attack action instead of 1. MELEE attacks deal 1 damage 
on wins. Ties and critical results deal damage as normal. 

FORMATION: A unit with FORMATION in a battlefield 
with another friendly unit has +1 offense, and its control 
is not reduced while damaged.

FRONTLINE: A unit with FRONTLINE may be activated the 
turn it is played. It has +1 offense during that activation.

RUTHLESS: When a unit with RUTHLESS wins control 
of an objective, you may deal 1 damage to an enemy 
unit in that objective.

KEYWORDS

Draining: Abilities with the draining keyword cost
2 actions to use.

Attack: Abilities with the attack keyword use a unit’s 
once per activation attack. 

ELITE: When a card with ELITE goes to your discard pile, 
the opponent who destroyed the card gains 1 artifact.

MELEE: A unit with MELEE makes 2 attacks as part of an 
attack action instead of 1. MELEE attacks deal 1 damage 
on wins. Ties and critical results deal damage as normal. 

FORMATION: A unit with FORMATION in a battlefield 
with another friendly unit has +1 offense, and its control 
is not reduced while damaged.

FRONTLINE: A unit with FRONTLINE may be activated the 
turn it is played. It has +1 offense during that activation.

RUTHLESS: When a unit with RUTHLESS wins control 
of an objective, you may deal 1 damage to an enemy 
unit in that objective.

Both players roll their die and add the result to their unit’s 
combat value, offense for attacker and defense for defender. 
Then, based on the total strength, apply the following results:

Attacker > Defender: Defender takes 2 damage
Attacker = Defender: Defender takes 1 damage
Attacker < Defender: Defender takes 0 damage

If the Attacker rolls  and they deal at least 
1 damage, they deal 1 additional damage.

If the Defender rolls  they win the combat 
regardless of the results.

Spend a Command or 
Supply token to activate a unit.

1 Action: Move
1 Action: Attack (limit1)
1 Action: Ability (limit1)

Abilities with DRAINING 
require 2 Actions.

ACTIVATING UNITS

COMBAT RESOLUTION

= 2 Actions

= 1 Action

Both players roll their die and add the result to their unit’s 
combat value, offense for attacker and defense for defender. 
Then, based on the total strength, apply the following results:

Attacker > Defender: Defender takes 2 damage
Attacker = Defender: Defender takes 1 damage
Attacker < Defender: Defender takes 0 damage

If the Attacker rolls  and they deal at least 
1 damage, they deal 1 additional damage.

If the Defender rolls  they win the combat 
regardless of the results.

Spend a Command or 
Supply token to activate a unit.

1 Action: Move
1 Action: Attack (limit1)
1 Action: Ability (limit1)

Abilities with DRAINING 
require 2 Actions.

ACTIVATING UNITS

COMBAT RESOLUTION

= 2 Actions

= 1 Action

FENG HIVE

TERRA CORPS HIVE

Remove all of the components from the box. Place the objective tiles in a line across 
the middle of the play area with the center objective between both outer objectives.

Place the artifact, damage, drain, and ELITE unit tokens near the play area, creating 
a supply of each.  

Determine the First Player. Players roll both result dice and add the results, the player 
with the highest total is the First Player. In the event of a tie, roll again until a First 
Player has been determined. Give that player the First Player token.

 
Starting with the First Player, players select a faction, taking all of the cards belonging 
to that faction and that faction’s hive tile. Next, players place their faction’s hive tile 
in front of them, establishing their play area. 

IF THIS IS YOUR FIRST TIME PLAYING, IT IS RECOMMENDED TO USE THE STARTER DECKS SHOWN ON PAGE 5, 
CHOOSING FROM FENG AND TERRA CORPS INSTEAD OF ALL OF THE FACTIONS. 
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Damage token

Damage  
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First player 
token

discard

discard

Objectives tiles

Faction hive tiles

Artifact token

Artifact  
tokens

Drain token

Drain tokens

Elite token

Elite  
tokens

You are now ready to play!

3

Supply  
token

Result 
die 4 Command tokens

4 gate tokens2 reference cards

Both players construct an 18-card deck from their chosen faction cards by selecting  
9 different cards, taking both copies. Return all unselected cards to the box. Next, players 
shuffle their deck and place it on the right side of their play area, as shown in the setup 
diagram.   (Construct your deck : example page 4 and 5)

Give each player 4 command tokens, 2 reference cards, 1 supply token, 1 result die, and 1 set 
of gate tokens numbered 1 through 4. Arrange their play area as shown in the setup diagram. 
In the first round of the game, players only have 2 command and 1 supply; as a reminder, both 
players should flip 2 of their command tokens to their depleted sides (the side with an X). 

 

Both players draw a starting hand of 6 cards from their deck. If a player is unhappy with 
their starting hand, they may take a single mulligan by shuffling their hand into their deck 
and drawing a new hand of 6 cards. 

FENG NEO HUMAN  
REPUBLIC

SCION  
IMPERIUM

TERRA 
CORPS

Supply  
token

Command  
token

Reference  
card

KEYWORDS

Draining: Abilities with the draining keyword cost2 actions to use.

Attack: Abilities with the attack keyword use a unit’s once per activation attack. 
ELITE: When a card with ELITE goes to your discard pile, the opponent who destroyed the card gains 1 artifact.
MELEE: A unit with MELEE makes 2 attacks as part of an attack action instead of 1. MELEE attacks deal 1 damage on wins. Ties and critical results deal damage as normal. FORMATION: A unit with FORMATION in a battlefield with another friendly unit has +1 offense, and its control is not reduced while damaged.

FRONTLINE: A unit with FRONTLINE may be activated the turn it is played. It has +1 offense during that activation.
RUTHLESS: When a unit with RUTHLESS wins control of an objective, you may deal 1 damage to an enemy unit in that objective.
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Draining: Abilities with the draining keyword cost

2 actions to use.
Attack: Abilities with the attack keyword use a unit’s 

once per activation attack. ELITE: When a card with ELITE goes to your discard pile, 

the opponent who destroyed the card gains 1 artifact.

MELEE: A unit with MELEE makes 2 attacks as part of an 

attack action instead of 1. MELEE attacks deal 1 damage 

on wins. Ties and critical results deal damage as normal. 

FORMATION: A unit with FORMATION in a battlefield 

with another friendly unit has +1 offense, and its control 

is not reduced while damaged.FRONTLINE: A unit with FRONTLINE may be activated the 

turn it is played. It has +1 offense during that activation.

RUTHLESS: When a unit with RUTHLESS wins control 

of an objective, you may deal 1 damage to an enemy 

unit in that objective.
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FENG NEO HUMAN  
REPUBLIC

SCION  
IMPERIUM

TERRA CORPS
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EYE OF GLIESE

1

UNIT — LIGHT

When you play Eye of Gliese, you may place it in an objective where you have a friendly unit. You may activate Eye of Gliese without paying command. Eye of Gliese can only take attack actions.

2

1

11

FRONTLINE PATROLLER

UNIT — LIGHT

The first time an enemy light unit moves
into Frontline Patroller’s battlefield, 

make an attack on that unit. 

3

33

EDGEGUARD

2

UNIT — HEAVY

FRONTLINE. 
When Edgeguard resolves a move, you may immediately more or make an attack with a friendly 

non-Edgeguard unit.

1

1
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CYBER TROOPER

UNIT — LIGHT

You may activate Cyber Trooper without paying command. If you do, Cyber Trooper only has 1 action.

2

22

FELLGRIN CAPTAIN

UNIT — LIGHT

3

FRONTLINE. 
Tactician: Choose 1 friendly unit in

Fellgrin Captain’s battlefield. That unit may
move or make an attack.

0 MARCH ORDERS

SUPPORT

Move 1 friendly unit.

1

1

11

FERRIK HULK

UNIT — LIGHT

Chem Boost, Draining: Move Ferrik Hulk,
then make up to 2 attacks. 

2

23

HOUND

0

UNIT — HEAVY

ELITE. 
During the control phase, Hound’s printed controlis equal to the highest printed control of

an enemy unit in Hound’s battlefield. 

0 BLAST FIRE

SUPPORT

Choose 1 outer objective. 
All units at that objective may immediately moveto their controller’s hive battlefield. Then, deal1 damage to all units at that objective. 
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When you play Eye of Gliese, you may place it in an objective where you have a friendly unit. You may activate Eye of Gliese without paying command. Eye of Gliese can only take attack actions.
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The first time an enemy light unit moves
into Frontline Patroller’s battlefield, 

make an attack on that unit. 
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UNIT — HEAVY

FRONTLINE. 
When Edgeguard resolves a move, you may immediately more or make an attack with a friendly 

non-Edgeguard unit.
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You may activate Cyber Trooper without paying command. If you do, Cyber Trooper only has 1 action.
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FRONTLINE. 
Tactician: Choose 1 friendly unit in

Fellgrin Captain’s battlefield. That unit may
move or make an attack.

0 MARCH ORDERS

SUPPORT

Move 1 friendly unit.

1
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FERRIK HULK

UNIT — LIGHT

Chem Boost, Draining: Move Ferrik Hulk,
then make up to 2 attacks. 

2

23

HOUND

0

UNIT — HEAVY

ELITE. 
During the control phase, Hound’s printed controlis equal to the highest printed control of

an enemy unit in Hound’s battlefield. 

0 BLAST FIRE

SUPPORT

Choose 1 outer objective. 
All units at that objective may immediately moveto their controller’s hive battlefield. Then, deal1 damage to all units at that objective. 

You may deploy Dust Marine for no cost. If you do, Dust Marine is deployed drained.
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DUST MARINE

1

UNIT — LIGHT

1

12

DUST ANGEL

UNIT — HEAVY

1

Dust Angel’s attacks deal +1 damage.

3
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MACHINEGUN REX

UNIT — HEAVY

2

RUTHLESS. 
Quad Guns, Attack: Make 2 attacks.

2
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SIRAXION VETERAN

UNIT — LIGHT

2

While Siraxion Veteran is in an objective,
all other friendly units have +1 offense.

1

11

BASILISK

2

UNIT — LIGHT

Missile Barrage, Attack: Choose up to 2enemy units in Basilisk’s battlefield and make
an attack on each unit.

0 AIR STRIKE

SUPPORT

Deal 1 damage to 1 unit.

1

12

FIREBIRD

UNIT - LIGHT

RUTHLESS.
Jet Pack: Move Firebird into any objective.

1

2

23

SIRAXION SPECIALIST

UNIT - LIGHT

1

ELITE.
Each time Siraxion Specialist damages a unit,

gain 1 artifact.

1 ORBITAL STRIKE

SUPPORT

Choose up to 2 objectives. 
Deal 1 damage to all units in those objectives.

You may deploy Dust Marine for no cost. If you do, Dust Marine is deployed drained.
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DUST ANGEL

UNIT — HEAVY

1

Dust Angel’s attacks deal +1 damage.

3

33

MACHINEGUN REX

UNIT — HEAVY

2

RUTHLESS. 
Quad Guns, Attack: Make 2 attacks.

2

22

SIRAXION VETERAN

UNIT — LIGHT

2

While Siraxion Veteran is in an objective,
all other friendly units have +1 offense.

1

11

BASILISK

2

UNIT — LIGHT

Missile Barrage, Attack: Choose up to 2enemy units in Basilisk’s battlefield and make
an attack on each unit.

0 AIR STRIKE

SUPPORT

Deal 1 damage to 1 unit.

1
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FIREBIRD

UNIT - LIGHT

RUTHLESS.
Jet Pack: Move Firebird into any objective.

1
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23

SIRAXION SPECIALIST

UNIT - LIGHT

1

ELITE.
Each time Siraxion Specialist damages a unit,

gain 1 artifact.

1 ORBITAL STRIKE

SUPPORT

Choose up to 2 objectives. 
Deal 1 damage to all units in those objectives.

WELCOME TO 581, COMMANDER...

During the invasion of planet 581, the four factions constructed massive 
interstellar bases known as Hives to house, control, and deploy their troops. As 
a player, you assume the role of a commander of one of these Hives fighting to 
control the resources necessary to reconstruct the ancient Wormgate technology.  
 As the commander of your Hive, you will deploy and command your units in an attempt 
to win control of 3 objectives. Winning an objective allows you to collect the alien artifacts 
necessary to rebuild the Wormgate that will enable direct travel to and from Earth for your 
faction. As soon as a player has constructed their fourth and final gate token, they open the 
Wormgate and win the game. 

FENG STARTER DECK
    2 Eye of Gliese
    2 Cyber Trooper
    2 Ferrik Hulk
    2 Frontline Patroller

2 Fellgrin Captain
2 Hound
2 Edgeguard
2 March Orders
2 Blast Fire

KNOW YOUR ENEMY

Four factions within Lost Empires are vying for power over the artifacts located 
within the alien ruins across the vast landscape of 581.
Faction history : page 6 and 7.

If this is your first game, we advise the first player to use this preconstructed starter 
deck and the second player use the preconstructed Terra Corps starter deck.

DECK BUILDER

FIRST PLAYER1 SECOND PLAYER2

TERRA CORPS STARTER 
DECK
  2 Dust Marine
  2 Siraxion Veteran
  2 Firebird
  2 Dust Angel
  

2 Basilisk
2 Siraxion Specialist
2 Machinegun Rex
2 Air Strike
2 Orbital Strike

CREATE THE TWO STARTER DECKS

4 5
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DR-76

UNIT — LIGHT

1

FORMATION. 
Grazing Fire: Deal 1 damage to 1 drained unit 

in DR-76’s battlefield.

1

1

1UNIT — LIGHT
1

DRAGOON MEDIC

When Dragoon Medic enters a battlefield,  remove 1 damage from another friendly unit 
in that battlefield.

2

3UNIT — HEAVY
2

2

REPUBLIC SENTRY

ELITE. 
Reduce all damage dealt to Republic Sentry to 1.

2

1

21

REPUBLIC SOLDIER

UNIT — LIGHT

2

FORMATION. 
Rally: Move 1 other friendly unit in any battlefield.

2

2

22

BLUEWING

UNIT — HEAVY

FORMATION. 

Suppression: Drain all enemy units 
in Bluewing’s battlefield.

SUPPORT

0 RESPONSE TEAM

Remove 1 damage from 1 friendly unit,  
then ready that unit. 

1

1

11

VANGUARD

UNIT — HEAVY

Once per round, when an enemy unit enters 
Vanguard’s battlefield, drain it.

2

3

33

SENTINEL

UNIT — HEAVY

FORMATION. 
Other friendly units in Sentinel’s battlefield 

have +1 control.

SUPPORT

0 OUTMANEUVER

Choose an opponent, they must pay 1 command.
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When Dragoon Medic enters a battlefield,  remove 1 damage from another friendly unit 
in that battlefield.

2
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Reduce all damage dealt to Republic Sentry to 1.
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UNIT — LIGHT

2

FORMATION. 
Rally: Move 1 other friendly unit in any battlefield.

2

2

22

BLUEWING

UNIT — HEAVY

FORMATION. 
Suppression: Drain all enemy units 

in Bluewing’s battlefield.

SUPPORT

0 RESPONSE TEAM

Remove 1 damage from 1 friendly unit,  
then ready that unit. 

1

1

11

VANGUARD

UNIT — HEAVY

Once per round, when an enemy unit enters 
Vanguard’s battlefield, drain it.

2

3

33

SENTINEL

UNIT — HEAVY

FORMATION. 
Other friendly units in Sentinel’s battlefield 

have +1 control.

SUPPORT

0 OUTMANEUVER

Choose an opponent, they must pay 1 command.

UNIT — LIGHT

CHOSEN

Martyrdom: Choose an enemy unit that costs 
1 command or 1 supply. Destroy it and Chosen.

UNIT — LIGHT

ACOLYTE

MELEE. 
 Damaged enemy units in Acolyte’s battlefield 

have their control reduced to 0.

UNIT — HEAVY

HERMOK

When Hermok is played, you must either pay 2 command or destroy another friendly unit. 
If you do not, destroy Hermok.

UNIT — LIGHT

CALLISTO ANGEL

You may play Callisto Angel to any outer objective instead of your hive battlefield. 

UNIT — HEAVY

HAND OF CALLISTO

ELITE. 
Terrorize: You may move 1 enemy unit 

in Hand of Callisto’s battlefield. 

UNIT — HEAVY

PALADIN

Each time a light unit would make an attack on Paladin, its controller must pay 1 command. 

UNIT — LIGHT

FLACK REAPER

MELEE. 
While Flack Reaper is in an objective where you are tied for control, you have control instead.

SUPPORT

CHEMICAL WEAPONS

Deal 2 damage to a light unit, then drain it.

SUPPORT

SUPPRESSION

Choose 1 unit.  
It cannot make attacks this round.

UNIT — LIGHT

CHOSEN

Martyrdom: Choose an enemy unit that costs 1 command or 1 supply. Destroy it and Chosen.

UNIT — LIGHT

ACOLYTE

MELEE. 
 Damaged enemy units in Acolyte’s battlefield 

have their control reduced to 0.

UNIT — HEAVY

HERMOK

When Hermok is played, you must either pay 2 command or destroy another friendly unit. 
If you do not, destroy Hermok.

UNIT — LIGHT

CALLISTO ANGEL

You may play Callisto Angel to any outer objective instead of your hive battlefield. 

UNIT — HEAVY

HAND OF CALLISTO

ELITE. 
Terrorize: You may move 1 enemy unit 

in Hand of Callisto’s battlefield. 

UNIT — HEAVY

PALADIN

Each time a light unit would make an attack on Paladin, its controller must pay 1 command. 

UNIT — LIGHT

FLACK REAPER

MELEE. 
While Flack Reaper is in an objective where you are tied for control, you have control instead.

SUPPORT

CHEMICAL WEAPONS

Deal 2 damage to a light unit, then drain it.

SUPPORT

SUPPRESSION

Choose 1 unit.  
It cannot make attacks this round.

CREATE THE TWO STARTER DECKS WITH THE TWO OTHER FACTIONS

STARTER DECK
You can play your first games with these preconstructed decks, and you can modify your 
deck once you are more experienced.

SECOND PLAYER

NEO HUMAN REPUBLIC 
STARTER DECK
  2 DR 76 
  2 Republic Soldier
  2 Vanguard 
  2 Dragoon Medic

2 Bluewing
2 Sentinel
2 Republic Sentry
2 Response Team
2 Outmaneuver

SCION IMPERIUM 
STARTER DECK
  2 Choosen 
  2 Callisto Angel
  2 Flack Reaper
  2 Acolyte 

2 Hand of Callisto
2 Chemical Weapons
2 Hermok
2 Paladin 
2 Suppression

BUILD YOUR DECK IN 4 STEPS :
Choose your faction. 

Choose 9 different cards from your faction.

Take 2 copies of each card you selected in Step 2 until you have 18 cards in your starting deck.

Both players draw a starting hand of 6 cards from their deck. If a player is unhappy with 
their starting hand, they may take a single mulligan by shuffling their hand into their deck 
and draw a new hand of 6 cards. 

1

2

3

4

A faction is composed of 16 differents units and supports.
There are two copies of each card so every faction contains 
32 cards. 

For your second game, we advise the first player to use the preconstructed Neo Human Republic 
starter deck and the second player to use the preconstructed Scion Imperium starter deck. 

FIRST PLAYER1 SECOND PLAYER2

4 5



With the ever increasing greed of Earth’s corporations, hundreds of thousands 
were left starving and dying. Intolerant of their rapacity, an ex-military soldier 
by the name of Feng Mian created a small guerrilla army to strike back at the 
corporations. Under her leadership, they attacked factories, military outposts 
and corporate headquarters. In their first year of operation, they captured 
a new cybernetic lab from the Global Alliance of Corporations (GAC) and set 
about synthetically enhancing their new army with powerful cyberware. As their 
popularity grew, so too did their army.

FENG

Corporations became massive entities unto themselves, with many corps becoming 
self-governing. A vast majority of the wars that broke out were attributed to the 
greed of powerful corporations, with the most infamous of these wars collectively 
known as the Corp Wars. Many nations began to question the untethered power 
of corporations. Fearing a unified retaliation against them, the 20 most powerful 
corporations banded together to form the Global Alliance of Corporates. With the 
uprising of Feng Mian’s army, they formed a preventative military subsidiary 
called Terra Corps to quell all those who would oppose them.

TERRA CORPS

FACTIONFACTION

 
Insight:   
Fast moving units  
that can storm 
battlefields quickly.

 
Insight:  
Hard hitting units that 
focus on attack over 
defense.
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NEO HUMAN REPUBLIC

FACTION

As Earth burned from the ravages of war, 5 sovereign nations still held out hope 
that Earth could be saved. These 5 nations formed a unified entity known as the 
Neo Human Republic. They built a haven for research in space many kilometers 
from Earth. The research station, known as Rebirth, was created to find ways to 
combat nuclear fallout and produce food for the drought-ridden Earth. They were 
the first to discover the WORMGATE technology after discovering a defunct alien 
ship in the solar system’s outer reaches. With the wormgate, they could travel to a 
new Earth-like planet, 20 lightyears away, a planet named 581.

SCION IMPERIUM

After the first Corp Wars, a dark and iniquitous theocracy grew out of the ashes, 
believing that the perfection of oneself is the ultimate path to divine glory. So, 
utilizing closely guarded scientific techniques, they set about enhancing and 
perfecting the human form through genetic modification to produce generations 
of what they believed to be perfect empyrean beings. These beings would be 
anointed as queens, and as time went on, they began to clone each generation’s 
queen till they had amassed a vast army that would later become known as the 
Scion Imperium.

FACTION

Insight:  
Resilient units that favour  
teamwork to defeat their  
enemies.

Insight:  
Powerful melee units that 
disrupt the opponents 
strategy.
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0

11

SLEW POD

1

UNIT — LIGHT

Battlefi eld Parts: Refresh your supply.

0 REINFORCEMENTS

SUPPORT

Draw 2 cards, then place 1 card from your hand
on top or at the bottom of your deck.

DRAIN TOKEN

Lost Empires is played over a number of rounds, with each round divided into a series 
of phases. A round in Lost Empires begins with the start of the Order Phase, and the 
round ends after the Wrap Up Phase is completed. Players continue playing rounds until 
there is a winner.

Starting with the First Player, players alternate taking turns issuing orders. There is no 
limit to the number of orders a player can issue during their turn. However, they must 
issue at least 1 Play a Unit order OR 1 Activate a Unit order. If they cannot do either, 
they must Pass at the end of their turn.

The 3 possible orders a player can issue during their turn are as follows:

• Play a Unit:  Play a unit card from hand to their hive battlefield. 
• Play a Support: Play a support card from hand. 
• Activate a Unit: Take activate actions with a ready  

  friendly unit (limit 1 per turn). 

Once a player decides they are done issuing orders for the turn, they will indicate to 
their opponent that their turn has ended. Then, it is the other player’s turn. 
The Order Phase will continue with the players giving orders and alternating turns until 
both players Pass.

PLAY A UNIT

A player may play a unit card in their hand by paying its cost in full, flipping a number of 
command and/or supply tokens to their depleted side (the side with an X) as indicated on 
the card being played. Then they place that unit in their hive battlefield, ready.

PLAY A SUPPORT
A player may play a support card in their hand by paying its cost in full, flipping  
a number of command and/or supply tokens to their depleted (the side with an X) 
side as indicated on the card being played. Then they resolve the effects in its ability 
box. Once the ability has been resolved, place the card in its owner’s discard pile.  
 Players should always attempt to fulfill as much of an ability as possible. For example, in the 
above Reinforcements card, if a player only had 1 card left in their deck, they would still draw 
that card and then resolve the rest of the ability. 

READY VERSUS DRAINED
Unit cards enter play ready unless otherwise noted by other card 
effects. Units are considered ready as long as they do not have a 
drain token on them. After a unit has finished its activation, place 
a drain token on that unit. The unit is now drained and cannot be 
activated again until the drain token has been removed, typically 
during the Wrap Up Phase.

THE GOLDEN RULE
If the text on a card contradicts the rules in this rulebook, the rules on the card take 
precedence. Always resolve the text of a card to the greatest extent possible.

PHASE SEQUENCE

The five phases of a round occur in the following order:

1  Order Phase 

2  Control Phase

3  Gate Phase 

4  Casualty Phase 

5  Wrap Up Phase 

(pg.8)

(pg.10)

(pg.11)

(pg.11)

(pg.11)

ORDER PHASE

SUPPLY COST

SUPPLY COST

COMMAND COST

COMMAND COST

CARD NAME

FACTION ICON

ABILITY BOX

CARD TYPE

ABILITY BOX

OFFENSE

CONTROL

DEFENSE

CARD TYPE - SUBTYPE

SUPPORT CARD

UNIT CARD

GAME PHASES

1

IMPORTANT: If a player ends their turn, this does not mean they cannot act again 
in that Order Phase. Only if a player PASSES will they be unable to take any more 
turns in that Order Phase.
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FRONTLINE (see Glossary page 14)

A. MOVE ACTION

MELEE (see Glossary page 14) 

UNIT ORIENTATION 
When moving units to objective battlefields, place your units on your side of the objective 
tile and orient them so that they are readable to you.  
When moving units to the opponent’s Hive battlefields, place your units directly opposite of 
any cards your opponent has in their Hive battlefield, oriented so they are readable to you.

 B - ATTACK ACTIONS 
A unit can take 1 attack action during its activation. To resolve an attack, the unit 
chooses 1 enemy unit in the same battlefield as the attacker. The active unit is 
the attacker, and the choosen unit is the defender. Both players roll their result 
die, the attacker adds their unit’s offense to their die result, the defender adds their 
unit’s defense to their die result, then both players compare their unit’s total strength 
(page13).

Example : the defending unit takes  
1 damage because the totals are tied:  
place a damage token on the card. 

DIE FACE 
CRITICAL 
ATTACK

• Totals are tied: If both units’ total strength is tied, the defending unit is dealt 
1 damage. 

• Attacker Wins: If the attacking unit’s total strength is higher than the defending 
unit, the defending unit is dealt 2 damage. 

• Defender Wins: If the defending unit’s total strength is higher than the attacking 
unit, the attack fails, and the defending unit is dealt no damage. 

CRITICAL EFFECT

One face on the result die has a critical result, denoted by a circle with a 
4 value inside. The effects of a critical result vary slightly for attackers 
and defenders. 
• The attacker rolled a critical: If the attack deals at least 
        1 damage, deal 1 additional damage. 

• The defender rolled a critical: The defending unit wins regardless of the attacking  
unit’s results, even if the attacking unit’s result was a critical.

  See the combat examples on page 13  for a detailed example of each combat result.

TERRA  
CORPS

FENG HIVE

OUTER OBJECTIVE OU
TE

R 
OB

JE
CT

IVE

Gain an additional 1 artifact in the control step, if you control this objective.

CENTER OBJECTIVE CE
NT

ER
 O

BJ
EC

TIV
E

TERRA CORPS HIVE

CENTER OBJECTIVE OUTER 
BATTLEFIELD

FENG

OUTER  
BATTLEFIELD

MOVE ACTION 
 
The units movements  
can be made in both 
directions.  

UNIT ACTIONS 
There are 3 types of action that a unit can take:

A. Move 
B. Attack (limit 1 per activation)
C. Named Ability (limit 1 per activation)

A unit taking a move action may 
move from its current battlefield 
to an adjacent battlefield. Hives 
are adjacent to outer objectives, 
and outer objectives are 
adjacent to the center objective. 
As long as a unit has actions to 
spend, there is no limit to the 
number of move actions a unit 
can take during its activation.  

See the battlefield diagram 
on page 12 for a detailed 
breakdown of the battlefields.

0

11

SLEW POD

1

UNIT — LIGHT

Battlefi eld Parts: Refresh your supply.

Place a drain token  
on drained units.

ACTIVATE A UNIT

A player may activate one of their ready units played in a previous turn by flipping 1  
of their command or supply. A player CAN NOT activate a unit the same turn it’s played.  

You may only take 1 activate unit action PER TURN.

If the player uses a command token to activate their unit, it receives 2 actions. 
If the player uses their supply token to activate their unit, it receives 1 action.

After a unit has completed its activation, 
that unit becomes drained, place a drain 
token on the unit card. 

Use a command or supply token to Activate a unit:

BA

B
A

Flip your command token,  
the active unit gains 2 actions. 

Flip your supply token,  
the active unit  
gains 1 action. 

FORMATION (see Glossary page 14) 

DAMAGE & DESTROYING UNITS
As units take damage throughout the game, 
place damage tokens on them to keep 
track of the total damage that the unit has 
received. When a unit has 4 or more damage, 
immediately DESTROYED. 
 
  

Then, discard it from play and place  
it in its owner’s discard pile. 

On the 4+ damage token, the dead  
head icon represent the destroy of unit. You may deploy Dust Marine for no cost. 

If you do, Dust Marine is deployed drained.

0

11

DUST MARINE

1

UNIT — LIGHT

2

22

WAR DOG

2

UNIT — HEAVY

FRONTLINE. 

At the end of War Dog’s activation, draw 1 card.

ATTACKERDEFENDER

44

2 3
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PASS
If a player did not take a Deploy a Unit OR Activate a Unit order, they must pass. Once  
a player passes, the Order Phase has ended for them, and they cannot take any more 
turns during the current phase. However, any player who has not passed may continue  
to take actions until they pass. Once all players have passed, the Order Phase ends. 

Granted actions
Active unit finishes the action that granted the extra action then the other unit goes. The 
target may only take the specific action stated on the card and that action only. This action 
is not considered an activation for the target unit. The other unit completes that action 
fully. Then return to the active unit. The beneficiary of the action can be ready or drained 
and taking this action does not drain the target. This movement can also trigger other 
game effects as per normal attack or move rules. Such as with the Frontline Patroller.

C - NAMED ABILITY ACTION
A unit can take 1 named ability action during its activation 
if it has one. To use a named ability action, the player 
announces that they are using it and resolves the ability  
to the fullest extent possible. 
A named ability action will always appear in the following format:  
Unique Name, special condition*: game effect
*not all named ability actions have a conditon special.

SPECIAL CONDITIONS
Two special conditions can appear on some named ability 
actions: Attack, and Draining.  

Attack
The attack special condition indicates that the named ability 
counts towards the unit’s once per activation attack. 
• If a unit has already attacked during its activation, 

it cannot use a named ability action with the attack 
special condition.

• If a unit has already used a named ability action 
with the attack special condition during its activation,  
it cannot attack during that activation. 

Draining
The draining special condition indicates that the named 
ability requires 2 actions to resolve. 
• If a unit does not have 2 actions available, it cannot 

use a named ability action with the draining special 
condition.

• After a unit has resolved a named ability  
action with the drain special condition, end its 
activation and place a drain token on that unit.  

CONTROL PHASE
To win a game of Lost Empires, a player must gather enough artifacts to build all of their 
wormgates. Artifacts are gained by winning control of the objectives and through some card 
effects. 
A battlefield can be contested, uncontested, or empty. During the Control Phase, players will 
assess the condition of each contested and uncontested battlefield by totaling the control 
(value printed in the top left corner of a unit) of their units there; empty battlefields are 
ignored when determining control. Starting with the First Player’s leftmost objective, one by 
one, check each non-empty battlefield to determine which, if any, a player controls. 

UNCONTESTED BATTLEFIELDS
An uncontested battlefield is one where only one player has units in that battlefield.  
A player who has the only units in a battlefield is considered to have control of that battlefield, 
regardless of their control total there. That player gains 1 artifact.

CONTESTED BATTLEFIELDS
A contested battlefield is one where more than one player has units present. 
To determine which player gains control of an contested objective, both players 
add up the control of all of their units in that objective’s battlefield. Units with 
any amount damage on them have their control reduced by 1. The player with 
the highest total control wins control of that objective and gains 1 artifact.  
In the event of a tie, neither side wins control, and no artifacts are gained.

2

1

21

PLASMADON

UNIT — LIGHT

FORMATION. 

Collaborate, Attack: Make an attack, then 
remove 1 damage from another friendly unit  

in Plasmadon’s battlefield. 

RUTHLESS (see Glossary page 15) 

2

The Feng player has a control total of 3. 
1 from their Eye of Gliese plus 2 from 
their Fellgrin Captain. Fellgrin Captain has 
a printed control of 3; however, it has a 
damage token on it, reducing its control by 
1, bringing the total control for Feng down 
from 4 to 3. 

The Terra Corps player has a control total 
of 2. 1 from their Dust Angel plus 1 from 
their Dust Marine.  
 
Feng has the highest control total and wins 
the center objective, gaining 1 artifact and 
1 additional artifact due to the ability of the 
central objective.

0

1 1

EYE OF GLIESE

1

UNIT — LIGHT

When you play Eye of Gliese, you may place it in an 
objective where you have a friendly unit. You may 
activate Eye of Gliese without paying command. 

Eye of Gliese can only take attack actions.

2

2 2

FELLGRIN CAPTAIN

UNIT — LIGHT

3

FRONTLINE. 

Tactician: Choose 1 friendly unit in
Fellgrin Captain’s battlefield. That unit may

move or make an attack.

1

12

DUST ANGEL

UNIT — HEAVY

1

Dust Angel’s attacks deal +1 damage. You may deploy Dust Marine for no cost. 
If you do, Dust Marine is deployed drained.

0

11

DUST MARINE

1

UNIT — LIGHT

3

2

-1 for  
1 token

control value

Example CONTESTED BATTLEFIELD :

TERRA  
CORPS

FENG

Gain an additional 1 artifact in the control step, if you control this objective.

CENTER OBJECTIVE CE
NT

ER
 O

BJ
EC

TIV
E

1

12

BURN GUARD

UNIT — LIGHT

RUTHLESS.

Plasmathrower, Draining: Make an attack in 
Burn Guard’s battlefield. If you deal damage to 

the unit, detroy it and gain 1 artifact.

1

1

1

11

FERRIK HULK

UNIT — LIGHT

Chem Boost, Draining: Move Ferrik Hulk, 
then make up to 2 attacks. 

GAME EFFECT

UNIT CARD 
with ability

UNIQUE NAME

SPECIAL CONDITION

FORMATION (see Glossary page 14) 
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During the Wrap Up Phase, players prepare for the next round. Perform the following steps 
in order: 

1  Fall back units.

2  Ready drained cards. 

3  Refresh command and supply. 

4  Draw. 

5  Turn Order. 

    F  FALL BACK UNITS
Starting with the First Player, if a player has units in an enemy Hive battlefield, they 
must fall back. First, a player must choose an outer objective battlefield with at 
least 1 friendly unit. Then, that player moves all of their units from the enemy hive 
battlefield to the chosen battlefield. If there are no friendly units in either outer 
objective battlefield, they must fall back to their hive battlefield. A player may 
always choose to fall back to their hive battlefield if they wish. Fall back movement 
is not considered a move for the purposes of triggering card abilities and effects. 

      READY DRAINED CARDS
All players remove all drained tokens on their cards in play.

      REFRESH COMMAND AND SUPPLY
All players turn their command tokens and their supply tokens to their unused side.

4 artifact 
allows gate 
token to be 
flipped.

Represents  
the gate  
being built

TERRA CORPS HIVE

CASUALTY PHASE

WRAP UP PHASE

During the Casualty Phase, players remove damaged units from the battlefields. All 
units with 3 damage on them are immediately and simultaneously discarded from play. 
Move those units to their owner’s discard pile. If game effects trigger during this phase 
and there is a need to determine the order, the first player decides the order in which 
the effects resolve.

CHECK FOR VICTORY
After all players have finished constructing their gates, check to see if there is a winner. 
If only 1 player has flipped their fourth and final gate token, they have constructed their 
wormgate and win the game. If more than 1 player has flipped their fourth and final 
gate token, check the following among tied player in order to determine the winner: 

 
If a player has not won the game, proceed to the Casualty Phase.

TERRA CORPS HIVE

In the Gate Phase, the Terra Corps player has 6 artifact tokens, they 
must discard 4 of them to flip their first gate token. The 2 excess 
artifact tokens remain under control of the Terra Corps player. 

1

2

3

4

The player with the most remaining artifacts wins.

The player with the highest control total among all battlefields as if it were 
the Control Phase. 

The game is a draw; neither player wins. 

GATE PHASE
During the Gate Phase, players will use the artifacts they have collected to construct 
wormgates and check for victory. Each players with 4 or more artifact tokens MUST 
discard 4 of them and flip their lowest numbered gate token to its gate side. The player 
retains any artifact tokens in excess of 4. Players can only flip 1 gate token per round. 

Example Gate Phase for TERRA CORPS player:

3 5

1

2

3  

4

5

      DRAW
All players draw 1 card. There is 
no limit to the number of cards a 
player may have in their hand. If 
a player’s deck has been depleted, 
they simply do not draw cards for 
the remainder of the game. 

      TURN ORDER
The current First Player passes the 
First Player token to their left. Then, 
begin the next round starting with 
the Order Phase.
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BATTLEFIELDSDIAGRAMS AND EXAMPLES

PLAYER 2 
GAME AREA
FACTION : 
TERRA CORPS 

TERRA CORPS HIVE

PLAYER 1  
GAME AREA
FACTION : 
FENG 

FENG HIVE

HIVE 
BATTLEFIELD

OUTER OBJECTIVE OU
TE

R 
OB

JE
CT

IVE

Gain an additional 1 artifact in the control step, if you control this objective.

CENTER OBJECTIVE CE
NT

ER
 O

BJ
EC

TIV
E

0

1 1

EYE OF GLIESE

1

UNIT — LIGHT

When you play Eye of Gliese, you may place it in an objective where you have a friendly unit. You may activate Eye of Gliese without paying command. Eye of Gliese can only take attack actions.

1

12

DUST ANGEL

UNIT — HEAVY

1

Dust Angel’s attacks deal +1 damage.

1

12

DUST ANGEL

UNIT — HEAVY

1

Dust Angel’s attacks deal +1 damage.

2

1

1 1

FRONTLINE PATROLLER

UNIT — LIGHT

The first time an enemy light unit moves
into Frontline Patroller’s battlefield, 

make an attack on that unit. 

2

2
3

HOUND

0

UNIT — HEAVY

ELITE. 
During the control phase, Hound’s printed control is equal to the highest printed control of an enemy unit in Hound’s battlefield. 

1

1

1 1

FERRIK HULK

UNIT — LIGHT

Chem Boost, Draining: Move Ferrik Hulk,
then make up to 2 attacks. 

2

23

SIRAXION SPECIALIST

UNIT - LIGHT

1

ELITE.
Each time Siraxion Specialist damages a unit,

gain 1 artifact.

1

12

FIREBIRD

UNIT - LIGHT

RUTHLESS.
Jet Pack: Move Firebird into any objective.

1

1

12

DUST ANGEL

UNIT — HEAVY

1

Dust Angel’s attacks deal +1 damage.

2

2 2

FELLGRIN CAPTAIN

UNIT — LIGHT

3

FRONTLINE. 
Tactician: Choose 1 friendly unit in

Fellgrin Captain’s battlefield. That unit may
move or make an attack.

1

12

DUST ANGEL

UNIT — HEAVY

1

Dust Angel’s attacks deal +1 damage.

0

1 1

SLEW POD

1

UNIT — LIGHT

Battlefi eld Parts: Refresh your supply.

3

33

MACHINEGUN REX

UNIT — HEAVY

2

RUTHLESS. 
Quad Guns, Attack: Make 2 attacks.

OUTER OBJECTIVE 
BATTLEFIELD

discard

discard

HIVE 
BATTLEFIELD

CENTER OBJECTIVE
BATTLEFIELD

OUTER OBJECTIVE 
BATTLEFIELD

MOVE ACTION 
 
The units movements  
can be made in both 
directions.  

To get to the center objective units must go through 
the outer objectives.

FACTION : 
TERRA CORPS 

PLAYER 1 :  
UNIT CARDS ZONE

FACTION : 
FENG

PLAYER 2 :  
UNIT CARDS ZONE

Legend: 

Cards must be placed in these areas.

A

12 13



6 EXAMPLES OF COMBAT

You may deploy Dust Marine for no cost. 
If you do, Dust Marine is deployed drained.

0

11

DUST MARINE

1

UNIT — LIGHT

You may deploy Dust Marine for no cost. 
If you do, Dust Marine is deployed drained.

0

11

DUST MARINE

1

UNIT — LIGHT

3

33

MACHINEGUN REX

UNIT — HEAVY

2

RUTHLESS. 

Quad Guns, Attack: Make 2 attacks.

3

33

MACHINEGUN REX

UNIT — HEAVY

2

RUTHLESS. 

Quad Guns, Attack: Make 2 attacks.

You may deploy Dust Marine for no cost. 
If you do, Dust Marine is deployed drained.

0

11

DUST MARINE

1

UNIT — LIGHT

You may deploy Dust Marine for no cost. 
If you do, Dust Marine is deployed drained.

0

11

DUST MARINE

1

UNIT — LIGHT

2

22

WAR DOG

2

UNIT — HEAVY

FRONTLINE. 

At the end of War Dog’s activation, draw 1 card.

2

22

WAR DOG

2

UNIT — HEAVY

FRONTLINE. 

At the end of War Dog’s activation, draw 1 card.

0

11

SLEW POD

1

UNIT — LIGHT

Battlefi eld Parts: Refresh your supply.

2

22

WAR DOG

2

UNIT — HEAVY

FRONTLINE. 

At the end of War Dog’s activation, draw 1 card.

2

22

WAR DOG

2

UNIT — HEAVY

FRONTLINE. 

At the end of War Dog’s activation, draw 1 card.

ATTACKER

ATTACKER

ATTACKER

ATTACKER

DEFENDER

DEFENDER

DEFENDER

DEFENDER

AT
TA

CK
ER

 W
IN

S

AT
TA

CK
ER

 AN
D D

EF
EN

DE
R T

IE

AT
TA

CK
ER

 W
ITH

 C
RIT

IC
AL

 
TIE

 R
ES

UL
T

DE
FE

ND
ER

 W
IN

S

The Terra Corps player’s Dust Marine attacks the Feng player’s War Dog. Dust Marine has  
a strength total of 5, and War Dog has a strength total of 4. Dust Marine wins the attack, and 
War Dog is dealt 2 damage.

The Terra Corps player is the attacker in the following examples, and the Feng player is the 
defender. These visual examples show each of the possible results of an attack action. 

The Terra Corps player’s Dust Marine attacks the Feng player’s War Dog. Dust Marine has  
a strength total of 4, and War Dog has a strength total of 4.
Dust Marine ties with the War Dog, and War Dog is dealt 1 damage.

The Terra Corps player’s Machinegun Rex attacks the Feng player’s Slew Pod. Machinegun 
Rex has a strength total of 7, and Slew Pod has a strength total of 5 with a critical result.  
Even though the Terra Corps player has the higher strength total, 
The Feng player’s critical defense result causes the attack to fail, and no damage is dealt. 

The Terra Corps player’s Dust Marine attacks the Feng player’s War Dog. Dust Marine has  
a strength total of 2, and War Dog has a strength total of 5. War Dog defends the attack, and 
no damage is dealt.

The Terra Corps player’s Dust Marine attacks the Feng player’s War Dog. Dust Marine has  
a strength total of 5 with a critical result, and War Dog has a strength total of 5. Dust Marine 
deals 1 damage for the tie, plus 1 additional damage for the critical result.

2

22

WAR DOG

2

UNIT — HEAVY

FRONTLINE. 

At the end of War Dog’s activation, draw 1 card.

7

5

6

4

4

ATTACKER
The Terra Corps player’s Machinegun Rex attacks the Feng player’s War Dog. Machinegun 
Rex has a strength total of 7, and War Dog has a strength total of 6. Machinegun Rex 
and War Dog have rolled a critical. The defending unit wins regardless of the attacking  
unit’s results, even if the attacking unit’s result was a critical.

75

4

2

25

13

55

3

44

32

B

1

2

DE
FE

ND
ER

 W
ITH

 C
RIT

IC
AL

Attack  
fails

Attack  
fails 

Attack  
fails 

The defender 
rolled a critical: 
he win 
see page 9

DE
FE

ND
ER

 AN
D A

TT
AC

KE
R  

  W
ITH

 C
RIT

IC
AL

The defender 
rolled a critical: 
he win 
see page 9

DEFENDER

DEFENDER

ATTACKER

3

6

4

5
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KEYWORDS AND GAME TERMS

ATTACK

Attack is a named ability action. An ability action with 
the attack keyword requires the unit to spend its once 
per activation attack action.
• A unit cannot use a named ability action with 

the attack special condition if it has already 
resolved an attack action during its current 
activation. 

• A unit cannot take an attack action after using 
an attack named ability action. 

BATTLEFIELD

All objectives and hive locations that can contain units 
are also battlefields for the purpose of game effects.

DISCARD PILE

The order of a player’s discard pile does not matter 
and must remain face up open to all players for 
inspection upon request.

Some abilities allow a player to return or play cards 
from their discard pile, players may freely explore 
their discard pile while resolving these effects. 

DRAIN
 A drained unit is any unit with a drain token on it. 
Drained units activated but may still be granted 
actions from other game effects. (see Granted Actions 
page 10)

MELEE is a keyword unique to the 
SCION IMPERIUM faction. A unit with 
MELEE must make 2 attacks as part  
of an attack action instead of 1, but 
they may choose different targets 
for each attack. MELEE attacks deal 
1 damage on wins  and ties. Critical 
attack results can increase this to 2 if 
the attack deals damage.

DESTROY / DESTROYED

When a card is destroyed, it is immediately discarded 
from play and placed into its owner’s discard pile. 

FRONTLINE is a keyword unique to the 
Feng faction. A unit with FRONTLINE 
may be activated during the same turn 
that it is played. If the unit is activated, 
for the duration of that activation, it has 
+1 offense. 

GLOSSARY

FRONTLINE

MELEE

FRIENDLY

Friendly is used to describe anything controlled by an 
individual player. For example, all Feng units are friendly 
units to the player controlling the Feng faction.  

HEAVY UNIT 

Heavy is a unit sub-type. Heavy does not have an inherent 
effect on its own, but other effects may reference it.  

LIGHT UNIT

Light is a unit sub-type. Light does not have an inherent 
effect on its own, but other effects may reference it.

2 TACTICAL NUKE

SUPPORT

Destroy all units in battlefields.

TACTICAL NUKE CARD : 
Since all locations are 
battlefields, this card  
affects all the objectives  
and destroys all battlefield 
units (hive center objective 
and outer objectives).

ELITE

The ELITE keyword represents the use of scavenged
alien technology. When a card with ELITE is destroyed
by a player, the player that caused the card to be
destroyed gains 1 artifact token.
When a card with ELITE is played, place 1 ELITE token
from the supply on that card. Return the ELITE token to
the supply when the unit leaves play. The person who
destroys the unit gains the Artifact token, even if a 
player destroys their own ELITE units.

 

The following combat with the same unit FENG:

ALPHA DOG lost his ELITE token, this card is discard 
and the SCION IMPERIUM player gains 1 Artifact 
token. 
 In addition, we need to state this:
When a player claims an elite token from a unit by 
dealing the killing blow to that unit, they should 
immediately hand in that token for an artifact. 

3-4 player and 2 vs 2: 
In 3-4 player games and 2 vs 2. Elite works slightly 
differently in this game type. The player who deals the 
3rd damage to a unit or destroys the unit while it has 
an elite token, claims the elite token.

FORMATION is a keyword unique to the 
Neo Human Republic faction. A unit with 
FORMATION in a battlefield with another 
friendly unit has +1 offense, and its 
control cannot be reduced due to damage. 

FORMATION

UNIT — LIGHT

CHOSEN

Martyrdom: Choose an enemy unit that costs 1 command or 1 supply. Destroy it and Chosen.

UNIT — LIGHT

CALLISTO ANGEL

You may play Callisto Angel to any outer 
objective instead of your hive battlefield. 

ALPHA DOG

2

22

ALPHA DOG

2

UNIT — LIGHT

ELITE. 
For each enemy unit in Alpha Dog’s battlefield, it has +1 control to a maximum of +3 control.

ALPHA DOG

2

22

ALPHA DOG

2

UNIT — LIGHT

ELITE. 
For each enemy unit in Alpha Dog’s battlefield, it has +1 control to a maximum of +3 control.

4

3

3

5

3

2

1

3
ATTACKER

ATTACKER

DEFENDER

DEFENDER

ENEMY

Enemy is used to describe anything controlled by an 
individual player’s opponents. For example, all Feng units 
are enemy units to the players controlling the Terra Corps, 
Scion Imperium, and Neo Human Republic factions. 

Example: Elite with unit token - combat :
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OUTER OBJECTIVE

OU
TE

R 
OB

JE
CT

IVE

Gain an additional 1 artifact in the control step, if you control this objective.

CENTER OBJECTIVE CE
NT

ER
 O

BJ
EC

TIV
E

OBJECTIVE

There are 2 types of objectives. The center objective and 
the outer objective. When a card references an outer 
objective, it refers to either of the 2 outer objectives 
in play. When a card references the center objective  
it refers only to the center objective. If a card only states 
objective, it refers to any of the 3 objectives in play. 
The center objective also has an ability on it that a player
gains if they meet the conditions of the ability.

PRINTED CONTROL / ATTACK / DEFENSE

When a game effect refers to the printed control, attack,  
or defence of a unit it is referring the value that is printed 
on the unit card WITHOUT any other effects applied to it.

READY

A unit is ready if it does not have a drain token on it. Only 
ready units can be activated with an activate to Unit order.

CENTER OBJECTIVE

During the Control Phase, the player who controls the center 
objective gains 1 artifact token in addition to the artifact token 
the gain for winning the objective for a total of 2 artifact tokens.  
 
Example: Control Phase, for the center objective :

If you control the outer objective you gain 2 artifact tokens 
(1 for winning control and 1 for the center objective ability).

If you control the objective you gain 2 token (1 token 
for the control and 1 additional token with the ability).

UNIT — LIGHT

FLACK REAPER

MELEE. 

While Flack Reaper is in an objective where you are 
tied for control, you have control instead.

UNIT — HEAVY

PALADIN

Each time a light unit would make an attack on 
Paladin, its controller must pay 1 command. 

1

1

11

VANGUARD

UNIT — HEAVY

Once per round, when an enemy unit enters 
Vanguard’s battlefield, drain it.

1

11

DR-76

UNIT — LIGHT

1

FORMATION. 

Grazing Fire: Deal 1 damage to 1 drained unit 
in DR-76’s battlefield.

Gain an additional 1 artifact in the control step, if you control this objective.

CENTER OBJECTIVE CE
NT

ER
 O

BJ
EC

TIV
E

3

2

Control 
value

NEO HUMAN 
REPUBLIC

The SCION IMPERIUM player 
has a control total of 3.  
1 from their FLACK REPAER 
plus 2 from their PALADIN.  
 

The NEO HUMAN REPUBLIC 
player has a control total of 2.  
1 from their VANGUARD plus  
1 from their DR-76.  

 
 SCION IMPERIUM has the 
highest control total and  
wins the center objective,  
gaining 1 artifact. 
 And 1 additional artifact due 
to the ability of the center 
objective.

SCION IMPERIUM

REFRESH

When a rule instructs a player to refresh a command 
or a supply it means turn a spent command or supply 
to its unspent side. If a game effect says a player may 
refresh a command or supply and the player has no 
command or supply to refesh, the player will not be 
able to take advantage of the effect.

RUTHLESS: 

When a unit with RUTHLESS wins 
control of an objective, you may 
deal 1 damage to an enemy
unit in that objective.

ORDER PHASE

CONTROL PHASE

GATE PHASE

pg 8

pg 10

pg 11

1

3

Starting with the First Player’s leftmost objective, check each battlefield 
for control. 
For each battlefield a player controls, they gain 1 artifact token. 
UNCONTESTED BATTLEFIELDS 
A player who has the only units in a battlefield is considered to have control 
of that battlefield, regardless of their control total.
CONTESTED BATTLEFIELDS
Both players add up the control of all of their units at the objective. The 
player with the highest total control wins control of that objective and 
gains 1 artifact.
Units with any damage on them have their control reduced by 1.
In the event of a tie, neither side wins control, and no artifacts are gained. 

Players with 4 artifact tokens discard them and flip their lowest numbered 
gate token to its gate side. 
If a player flips their fourth gate token, they win the game. If more than  
1 player flips their fourth gate token, the tied player check the following to 
determine the winner: 

1  The player with the most artifacts wins.
2  The player with the most total control on their units in play wins. 
3  The game is a draw; neither player wins. 

WRAP UP PHASE pg 11
Prepare for the next round. Perform the following steps in order: 

1  FALL BACK UNITS
Starting with the first player, if a player has units in an opponent’s hive 
battlefield, move those units to an outer objective battlefield with  
a friendly unit OR to that player’s hive battlefield.  

2  READY DRAINED CARDS 
Remove all drain tokens from cards in play.

3  REFRESH COMMAND AND SUPPLY 
All players flip their command tokens and supply token to their unused 
side.

4  DRAW
All players draw 1 card. 

5  TURN ORDER 
Pass the First Player token to the left. Then, begin the next round starting 
with the Order Phase.

GAME ROUND REFERENCE 

2

CASUALTY PHASE pg 11
All units with 3 damage are destroyed.

4

5

REVEAL

When a player is asked to reveal a card from their 
hand or from the top of their deck, they must make 
that card visible to all players in the game. They should 
then follow all the additional rules related to the reveal 
effect.

OU
TE

R O
BJ

EC
TIV

ES
CE

NT
ER

 O
BJ

EC
TIV

E

Starting with the first player, players alternate taking turns issuing orders. 
• Play a Unit: Play a unit card from hand to their hive battlefield. 
• Play a Support: Play a support card from hand. 
• Activate a Unit: Take activate actions with a ready friendly unit. 
The order phase ends when all players have Passed.
A player may Pass at any time they would take their turn OR 
If a player cannot Play a Unit or Activate a Unit, they must Pass. 
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FAQ

How does passing and minimum action per turn work?

Here are some points to help understanding: 

Once you PASS, a player cannot take any more turns in the Order Phase. 

Passing is not the same as ‘giving the turn over’ to the other player. Given the turn over 
to the other player means a player took some orders on their turn but they are not done 
playing for the round. They want the other player to act before they do again. 

Before a player is able to ‘give the turn over’ to the other player they must AT LEAST 
take one of the mandatory orders which are ‘Play Unit Order’ OR ‘Activate Unit Order’ 
in the turn. If a player cannot take one of these orders, they MUST pass AT THE END OF 
THAT TURN. They must pass because they did not take at least one of the mandatory 
orders in their turn. 

Once both players have passed, the Order Phase ends. 

Can I play same factions against one another if I have 2 boxes? 

No. 

You cannot play the same faction against each other. 

If only one player has a unit with control value of 0 in an 
uncontested battlefield do they get an Artifact? 

Yes. 

This is called an uncontested battlefield. If a player is the only one with 
units at that battlefield in the control phase they with control that battlefield 
regardless of their total control there.

Do I need anything from Crown of Ashes for the 
War for the New Sun 2 player game? 

No. 

Does Dust Angel still do +1 damage even if it loses an attack? 

No. 

If Dust Angel would deal at least 1 damage from an attack it will 
deal 1 more damage. 

Can I destroy my own ELITE unit and get the artifact? 

Yes. 

If you have a game effect that would cause this to happen. 

Can I destroy my own ELITE unit and get the artifact? 

Yes. 

If you have a game effect that would cause this to happen. 

The tactical nuke card kills all units in all of the battlefields 
even in the hive right? 

Yes
When and how often is Frontline Patroller’s ability activated?

The Frontline Patroller’s ability is a passive ability that triggers 
once per round the first time an enemy light unit enters a battlefield that 
Frontline Patroller is in. 

Can a player take other Orders if they can’t take a ‘Play a Unit Order’ 
or an ‘Activate a Unit Order’? 

Yes. 

A player can play any number of other action that they can take that turn. Like ‘Support 
Orders’ for instance. A player just must pass at the end of that turn because they did 
not take a mandatory order. 

How many ‘Activate Unit Order’ orders can I take in a turn? 

One. 

Players are limited to only 1 order of this type PER TURN. 

Can a player control an enemy hive battlefield and earn artifacts from it? 

No. 

Players can only control objectives and earn artifacts from objectives. 

1

2

3

4
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ERRATA - CARDS

The ability text should read as follows: 

When you play Eye of Gliese, you may 
place it in an objective where you have a 
friendly unit. You may activate 
Eye of Gliese without paying command 
or supply. Eye of Gliese can only take 
attack actions.

The ability text should read as follows: 

When Edgeguard resolves a move, 
you may immediately move 
or make an attack with a friendly 
non-Edgeguard unit.

The ability text should read as follows: 

You may play Dust Marine for no cost. 
If you do, Dust Marine is played drained

EYE OF GLIESE

EDGEGUARD

DUST MARINE
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A 20 year war known as the Corps Wars is fought 
between multiple self governing Corporations 
decimating many parts of Earth.

Large portions of earth is declared inhospitable due 
to nuclear fallout. Entire countries lost and its people 
displaced. Hundreds of millions die due to starvation. 

An iniquitous, theocratic state begins to form in the 
far war torn reaches of Earth. They begin research into 
genetic manipulation and human cloning. They will 
later become known as the Scion Imperium.

The Global Alliance of Corporations (GAC) is 
formed and marks the end of the greatest war 
in human history. However the global oppression 
by corporate entities only gets worse as the 
GAC becomes the worlds most powerful entity. 
 
1 year after the Corps Wars end, the Scion Imperium 
anoint their first clone queen and an ex-military soldier 
named Feng Mian, forms a small, rebel army to strike 
back at the GAC. 

5 years later the last 5 democratic sovereign states 
form a coalition that later becomes known as the 
Neo Human Republic

10 years after their formation there is some hope for 
the few that are living in the new republic while most 
of the world still suffers Feng Mian’s army strikes a 
massive blow to the GAC and seize control of the 

largest cybernetic factory ever built. She sets about 
enhancing her army with military cybernetics. 
Her support and her army double in size.

In response, the GAC form a new military division. 
It is named Terra Corps and is comprised of some of 
the most advanced military technology, all built from 
the labs of the worlds largest corporations.

15 years after the Corps Wars ended, Neo Human 
Republic begin building a network of arcologies in 
space. They name the main star base Rebirth. It is a 
new hope for mankind away from the crippling nuclear 
fallout decimating Earth. 

NHR find a derelict alien spaceship that had drifted 
into the solar system after eons of travel. They reverse 
engineer its technology and discover a working 
Wormgate. The gate leads to an earth like, habitable 
planet they call 581. 

9 years after the discovery, Neo Human Republic build 
the first Wormgate and invites all nations to join them 
on their journey to the new planet. It is powered by 
reactor found onboard the alien craft. The only one 
of its kind.

Days before the launch of the Wormgate, 
Feng Mian’s army attacks and takes control of it. 
She manages to get half of her army through the 
gate to the new planet before she destroys the gate. 

After Feng Mian’s attack and the reactor now 
destroyed the gateway to 581 is lost. Space is now 
the only path to the new planet.

Neo Human Republic begins building a massive 
generational star ship they call a Hive to transport their 
army to the new planet in hopes of opening another 
Wormgate from the other side. 

Both Terra Corps and Scion Imperium begin building 
Hives and a race for the new planet begins.

It takes Neo Human Republic 7 years to complete the 
first Hive and launch their Hive for the 40 year journey 
to 581. They call their Hive, Rebirth II.

The Terra Corps War Hive leaves shortly after, followed 
by Scion Imperium’s. 

Feng have been living on Planet 581 in a desolate 
dessert known as the Fellgrin region. It represents 
a new hope for its people. They discover that the 
planet was once inhabited, but now, only relics of that 
civilisation remain. 

Knowing that their lives on the planet could be under 
threat, they begin production of military vehicles from 
their own Hive.

100 years after the first Corps Wars, Neo Human 
Republic land their Hive on Planet 581. 
The war for the new sun begins.

100 YEAR TIME LINE OF EVENTS LEADING
UP TO THE WAR FOR THE NEW SUN


